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What can we learn from Donald Trump? Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle
device. He is a successful New York entrepreneur, billionaire, television personality, investor, and
real estate magnate. And his success may allow him to run the greatest economy in the world, the
United State of America. He was No. 17 on Forbes 2011 Celebrity 100 List. He's Donald Trump
and this book is about his top 10 rules for success by Best seller author, Ross Cameron that was
written after reviewing his work life and famous quotes and interviews. Youâ€™re about to discover
Donald Trump Top 10 Rules for Success:

1. Don't do it for the money 2. Never give up 3. Be into

the details 4. Be totally focused 5. Get great employees 6. Work hard 7. Follow your instincts 8.
Believe in yourself 9. Have a messy desk 10. Love what you do Download your copy today.
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Once upon a time, this man was considered a joke among the business world and after years of
showing how to negotiate his way through that jungle, he is a king of things few of us understand.
Donald Trump says;we do not work only for money but we need to enjoy what we do. Donald Trump
is very popular around the globe; he is a successful businessman and he might win this coming
President election in the United States. It good book which learn those 10 top rules for success so I
can use it as my motivation and guidelines in my career and be successful in life. Short, clear and
straightforward. I would totally keep these rules in mind.

Good to read how Donald Trump succeed in his business and life. Its an interesting topic in such

season of campaign to white house. I like a comment in the book that you are as good as the
people you work with, this is very key which point out one would like to look more than presidential
candidate but as well as the full line up that would be crucial to decision making.

Donald Trump says;we do not work only for money but we need to enjoy what we do.This gives
satisfaction and happiness in ones life.To be successful in your businesses and being able to do it
for a longer period of time, you must have being enjoying doing that specific tasks.It is not simple to
be successful in business because it need discipline ,focus and heard work.I hereby wish Donald
Trump the best in the coming presidential elections.

Very interesting book. Donald Trump is a very influential person in the business world. The author
did a great job on producing easy to understand content and pointing out the important aspects for
being successful. It is a must have book.

This is an awesome book. This book shares the diverse responsibility for Trump and how effective
he is. Donald Trump is exceptionally liberal since he profits yet he offers cash to foundations
furthermore gives individuals chances to succeed. He is rich and capable in the business world.
Recommended to all.

This book contains important rules and regulation that has helped Donald Trump become
successful today. These are useful tips that can help anyone become successful. The author did a
great job with this book, it is very easy to read and comprehend . I love it .

Given Trump's high visibility we can expect more cut & paste jobs like this book. High ratings may
reflect genuine appreciation by reviewers who have not read Trump's books or rehashes in various
sources. However, in order not to unduly clog the pathway for persons looking for original sources of
works on popular personalities I suggest that develop some kind of code to identify copycat works
like this. An essentially identical summary Trump himself is accessible at [...]

Good basic business rules for yourself and the success of your business. Once upon a time, this
man was considered a joke among the business world and after years of showing how to negotiate
his way through that jungle, he is a king of things few of us understand.
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